
Autumn Term in Year 5 (2020/2021) 

 

Topic 

This term in Year 5 we will be learning about two amazing topics – Satellites and Ancient Greece. 

Both of these topics are extremely fascinating and will provide the opportunity for children to develop skills 

from both the Geography and History curriculum.  

 

Space and Satellites 

In this fantastic topic we will be using satellite images to develop our map skills, 

covering the use of atlases, co-ordinates and online tools like Google Earth which will 

link in with our Science unit of Space. This topic should be truly out of this world!  

 

 

Ancient Greece 

Ancient Greeks is a fabulous topic that will cover the history, culture and religious 

practises of these fantastic people. Year 5 will learn about Greek artefacts, clothing, 

gods and goddesses and the original Olympic Games! If you wish to support your 

children for a potential Greek dress day, start saving your towels and bed sheets for 

togas now! We will also have cross-curricular links to Art where we will be exploring 

Greek pottery and wax scratch paintings.  

      

English 

In English our learning is based through our topics. First of all, we are retelling The Gingerbread Man, our 

whole school story and our focus is narrative writing. The children will also focus on diary entries, recounts and 

persuasive writing. We will then move on to some non-fiction writing, writing chronological reports on planets 

and astronauts. Whilst studying Space, we will focus our writing on Apollo 13 achieving yet more narrative 

writing.  

      

Maths 

Within Maths we take a ‘mastery’ approach which means spending longer on each subject to ensure the children 

have an embedded understanding. Please look at the curriculum map for what will be covered. It is suggested 

that you support your child by helping them learn their times tables and encourage them to embed these 

through playing times Tables Rock Star regularly. 

 

Science 

Our first topic for Science this term will be the Earth and Space. Earth and Space will 

cover areas such as the movement of the Earth and Moon, the solar system and 

researching and answering enquiry questions such as ‘Can you prove that the Earth is 

spherical?’ After half term we will be studying Forces. This will include looking at the 

forces that are present on Earth such as gravity. We will also explore the effects air resistance, water 

resistance and friction.  Finally we will explore how some mechanisms including levers, pulleys and gears allow a 

smaller force to have a greater effect.  

      

RE 

Within RE we will be following the Westminster Diocese scheme of work. This year we will be following the 

Gospel according to Mark. This term we are looking at Framework A6: Beginning with the Church focusing on 

the Sacraments of Initiation. 

 

Curriculum Map 

Attached is this year's curriculum map. You will find two sets of books on this form. One set under shared 

reading are books we will use to learn and develop reading skills. The other collection are our "Core Books", this 

is a set of books that are linked to our topics. They allow children to access a broad collection of text types to 

ensure they become more aware and knowledgeable about their topic. 

 


